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About This Game

You ‘da Boss! Move it better and faster while staying alive. Build your reputation and your empire in the far corners of the
world as you haul across the most extreme conditions and loads. Grab the wheel and hop in – is your heart pounding yet?

Haul extreme cargo - from diamonds to oil pipes - across 3 death-defying terrains.

Throw your weight around - jump behind the wheel of over 25+ unique rigs and 30+ types of loads.

Extreme Caution - Feel the power and adrenaline of driving terrains that no sane trucker would take on.

Extreme Locations! Travel across 3 hair-raising terrains including ice, dry desert and gnarly jungle.

Your life is on the line! Drive terrains that don’t forgive your mistakes - do the job well or you might die trying.

Extreme Loads! Transport loads that would even scare your grandma - maximum/minimum loads, oversized loads, high
risk cargo and more!

These beasts don’t drive themselves! Back up to loading docks, manage your fuel, and maintain your trucks in peak
condition.

Extreme Deadlines! Achieve the unachievable by delivering your loads under deadline.
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Honestly, at this point don't even bother getting this game anymore. Whe I got it, I had high hopes that the developers would add
more quality content, fix bugs, optimize the game, or improve gameplay. However the levels they have added don'y feel nearly
as well made as the first ones and the changes they made to "combat" are only making it worse.
Do noy buy.. i love this game its fun and challenging. This game is simply brilliant!

I'd say it's a HOG but there's no real object seeking mini-game in it, but it's still like that. I wouldn't call it an adventure game,
since this one is no match for The Dig or any other point & click adventure game, but still ... it became one of my favorite
casual game (along with the Drawn series). I don't like wall of texts, so here is why - in nutshell:

Pros:

 gorgeous graphics (both the hand-drown and the 3D graph are superb, I haven't seen anything like that in games like
this)

 animations are 10000 times better than in other HOG games

 the story is awesome and it's really funny

 most of the mini-games are unique and there are plenty of them

Cons:

 blocker bugs (you don't necessary found them, but if you found one, you suck - read below)

 no real achievements (but there are in-game [story] achievements)

 it's a bit short (it's not really shorter than other HOG game, but still I could have played more for hours)

If you like HOG games and you're not fond of object seeking than this game will blow your mind. It's really a hidden treasure.

I encountered a bug in the bonus chapter and I'd need to restart my game after 2 hours of gameplay. It's really annoying and could
have killed my positive feedback, but I wrote to Shaman Games Studio and I hope they will kill that bug soon. I'll keep this review
updated!

UPDATE: I've played with other games by Shaman Games and it seems mini-games are far from unique, it's almost the same in
every game of the studio.

UPDATE2: Shaman Games Studio hasn't replied and I believe they won't do it ever. Advice: don't rely on their support, 'cause
they don't have any.. its a great game. Fantastic game just pure fun and the voice acting is on point only problem is there is
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nobody promoting this game so the player count is very small apart from that 9/10. Updates where you at?. THE BEST GAME.
A good addition of cards that aren't too categorized (and don't require extra knowledge) like the other DLCs.. The game is great
fun. I would definately recommend it to fans of management and turn-based tactical games...I'll expand more later (It's really
late and I'm really tired)
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It's a pretty great bullet hell shooter, with some options that make it more friendly for n00bs like myself. Great soundtrack and a
very very good graphic style, it's worth checking.. Wow, this was completely unexpected to be honest. Artifex Mundi is a name
I associate with highly polished if somewhat formulaic HOG games with suitably dodgy voice acting, but with My Brother
Rabbit they have finally stepped outside of the box they built for themselves. The result is by far the best game they've ever
produced. Disregard everything you think you know about HOG games, because this is a beautiful evolution of the genre which
at its core is about finding things hidden in a scene. What makes My Brother Rabbit different is the approach; there is no dialog,
so no scope for utterly dire voice acting, the artwork is a mixture of coloured sketching that tells the story between chapters, and
an exaggerated, whimsical cartoon style where the main game takes place. Each scene is packed full of details and humour,
clicking on various things produces irreverent animations and sound effects. It reminds me of something that Amanita Design
might make, with a touch of Monty Python's mad contraptions.

Each chapter involves finding a succession of objects of a specific type to solve a particular puzzle, taking place over a handful
of screens that slowly open up as you solve more puzzles. It neatly avoids the tiresome HOG convention of constantly having
your progress barred by yet another half-broken object to fix by using a neat mechanic which indicates which scenes have a
piece that you're looking for (either in plain view, or hidden behind another puzzle). It helps that it doesn't take itself remotely
seriously. I mean it's not really a HOG game at all, but you can see its ancestry.

The story is a simple one, but the music, animation and overall style sells it with just the right tone. The ending is perhaps a little
brief, and I was sad when the journey was over, but that's perhaps the best compliment. There are also a few bonus
achievements for playing along with the world.. This game is absolutely amazing.

I do not have much to say, exept it's worth the money.

If you love a good old fighting game with a nice story and great acting, this will be the one for you.
Or your kids if they want a fighting game without all the violence seen in game like Gta V.

Legend of Kay Anniversary is the game everyone should try.. overall i would recommend this game (obviously) even if i
definitely didn't love it.. Immersive, rewarding and quick fun for people who like hard-to-master combat systems.

I mostly play this game for the combat, as it's a nice blend between realism and arcade styles where it punishes you in the right
places and rewards you just the same. There are many potentially rewarding moments during a brawl and quite a few options the
player can use to get an edge over the enemies, plus a lot of challenges arise when the player is faced with more than one enemy
at a given time.

The whole escape story as a motivation is secondary to me, but provides a nice excuse to catch a breath after a tough fight and
just skip some enemies with sneaking or stealth kills. In the end it provides a good variety in pace for people to have a sort of
roguelike sandbox experience.

Recommended!
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